Scanning tunneling spectroscopy in an ionic liquid.
Molecular redox levels can be used to modulate tunneling currents through single or small numbers of molecules and induce molecular electronic device function. While most of these devices require cryogenic conditions, room temperature operation has been demonstrated by using electrochemical gating in aqueous environments. The latter have, however, serious shortcomings with a view on their relatively high volatility and narrow stability ranges in terms of potential. Here we report the first-time use of an ionic liquid, 1-butyl-3-methylimidazoliumhexafluorophosphate (BMI), as an electrochemical gate in a Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) configuration. Ionic liquids are known to have a very low vapor pressure, and accessible potential ranges are in principle large, up to 6 V. In a proof-of-principle experiment, we show how a heteroleptic redox-active Os bisterpyridine complex (Ossac) can be brought to exhibit both transistor and diode function in this novel environment at room temperature. This renders ionic liquids an attractive gating medium for configurations where back-gating is difficult to implement (e.g., break-junction techniques) or experimental conditions prohibit the use of aqueous or organic electrolyte media (vacuum or high temperatures). From an applied perspective, they represent a step toward solid-state molecular electronics with electrochemical gating.